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Motion 1: National Care Service – Care After Covid 

Proposer: Unison 

 

 

 

 

Conference applauds the efforts of social care workers across the South East. Chronic 

underfunding by Government has led to social care becoming one of the lowest paid 

sectors in the UK economy. The sector is rife with poverty pay, inadequate training 

and unsatisfactory health and safety practices. Three quarters of care workers do not 

earn the ‘living wage’. Poor employment practices are the inevitable consequence of 

poor commissioning practices and the ongoing effects of austerity. The impact of the 

Pandemic and Brexit’s immigration policies has seen thousands leave the sector with 

recruitment and retention a major problem.   

 

Conference notes that: 

• There are approximately 11,000 care worker vacancies across the South East 

• Staff turnover rate across the region is 32%  

• 30% of care workers in the region are in insecure work on zero-hour contracts 

• Exploitative working practices disproportionately affect older women and BAME 

workers, who    make up over a third of the workforce. 

 

Conference believes that the current system is bad for workers and service users 

alike. A priority for the next Labour Government should be to fix our broken social 

care system. Such a system should deliver universal care to those that need it directly 

provided by a National Care Service with the same status as our NHS.  

 

Conference resolves: 

1. To support UNISON’s Care after Covid: A UNISON vision for social care 

2. That Labour-led commissioning authorities work with social care unions to 

embed good employment standards as part of the commissioning process. 

 

  



Motion 2: Rail in the South East 

Proposed: ASLEF 

 

 

 

 

Conference notes that after London, the South East has the second highest amount of 

rail journeys to, from and within the region in the UK. This means that failures on our 

railway disproportionately hit the region. 

 

Conference recognises that, whilst we have seen many franchises taken back in to 

public ownership after financial failures or underperformance due to overambitious 

bids, Southeastern has become the first franchise to lose their contract due to a 

“serious” breach of the franchise agreement. 

 

Conference is extremely concerned that Southeastern failed to declare over £25 

million of taxpayer money, but believes this is nothing compared to the general waste 

brought about by our fragmented and inefficient privatised railway. Conference is 

further concerned about the lack of competence of the current government who 

failed to notice the £25 million shortfall for such a long period of time before 

demanding its return.  

 

Conference therefore believes that the South East of England will only get the rail 

network it deserves when we have a fully integrated and publicly-owned owned 

transport system in the region and therefore call on the South East Labour Party to 

continue to campaign for a publicly-owned railway and greater investment in our 

transport network throughout the region. 



Motion 3: Green and Equitable Transport Policy for the UK 

Proposer: Mid Sussex CLP  

 

 

 

More, better and affordable public transport ought to be a foundation of Labour 

policy. Affordable transport is first and foremost an equalities issue. Second, it is the 

most effective path toward sustainable transport. Everyone in the country ought to 

have access to an effective network of public transport at daily costs that can be met 

by those on low incomes and/or benefits. It is needed in SE England as it is 

everywhere else. 

 

The fragmented and privatised structure of our public transport sector has led directly 

to underutilisation combined with transport poverty as well as the slow pace of work 

to decarbonise transport. Greener cars are all very well, but they are owned by the 

better off and subsidies to them are transfers of wealth in the wrong direction. Private 

transport also clogs up narrow country roads, stifling PUBLIC transport. The most 

common, active forms of transport - walking, cycling and the use of buses - should be 

the locus of policy yet this Government has done nothing to facilitate continuous cycle 

routes and has removed about 500 bus routes nationally every year. Buses are the 

lifelines of our cities, counties, towns and villages – they reduce congestion, get people 

to work, drive economic growth and keep communities connected.  

 

Building a transport network for road, path and rail, air and water which encourages 

greener forms of transport and widespread access for all citizens ought to be a policy 

priority. 

  



Motion 4: Water Nationalisation 

Proposed: Bognor Regis and Littlehampton 

 

 

 

 
 



Motion 5: Proportional Representation for Local Government Elections 

Proposer: Isle of Wight CLP  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Regional Conference notes that many CLPs in the South East and other parts of the 

UK could significantly benefit in terms of Council democracy if a proportional 

representation system were to be introduced for local government elections.  

 

For example, 24% of the electorate on the Isle of Wight at the 2019 General Election 

gave Labour their vote, and 13% at the most recent Isle of Wight Council election, 

which came from contesting only two thirds of the seats. In these two elections only 

one Labour Councillor was elected out of a Council of 39. The Labour vote would likely 

be boosted in support if we can show to the electorate that they have a more 

meaningful vote and the current representation of 2.5% on the Council would be 

boosted from one to between five to nine Councillors, and possibly more, given seats 

in proportion to the numbers voting Labour in a fairer local electoral system. Similar 

situations are likely to exist for Constituency parties across the South East region, and 

the country.  

 

This Conference therefore accepts the need to look for a fairer local electoral system 

that more accurately reflects voters’ wishes, and we call upon the South East Regional 

Party to develop a policy to forward at the appropriate time to the national party for 

inclusion in the next Manifesto. 

 

 



Motion 6: A Care Service Fit for the Future  

Proposed: GMB 

 

 

 

 

This conference notes:   

• That there is a recruitment crisis in the care sector, which has a particular 

impact on high cost of living areas such as the South East  

• That many care workers earn less that the minimum wage when taking 

account of travel time, overnights and 15 minutes calls  

• That care workers have been on the frontline of the pandemic, risking 

their own health and the health of their families to provide essential care for 

the most vulnerable in society, often without sick pay and proper PPE  

• The sector is awash with zero hours contracts and exploitative private 

companies withdrawing profits for our care sector. In some cases, delivering 

them to tax havens.   

 

 

This conference resolves:   

• That Labour councils through commissioning care services should 

ensure terms and conditions for staff are established through that process  

• That they also require trade union recognition and access from care 

companies  

• To support GMBs call for a minimum wage of £15 per hour for care 

workers  

• To support Labour councils to insource services back into the public 

sector  

 



Motion 7: Misogyny as a hate crime 

Proposer: Tunbridge Wells CLP 

 

 

 

 

This SE Regional Conference notes that Nottinghamshire Police have since 2016 been 

recording as a Misogyny Hate Crime: 

 

“Incidents against women that are motivated by an attitude of a man towards a 

woman and includes behaviour targeted towards a woman by men simply because 

they are a woman.” 

 

These incidents span any situations where women are victimised simply because of 

their gender and could include: sexual assault, indecent exposure, groping, taking 

unwanted photographs, online abuse, being followed home, whistling, sexually 

explicit language, threatening/aggressive/intimidating behaviour, and unwanted 

sexual advances. 

 

This new categorisation means that, for the first time:  

 

Such occurrences could be clearly defined in police crime incident reports, which 

meant they could be investigated either as a hate crime or an incident depending on 

whether the behaviour was criminal. 

 

The police could build profiles for further investigations and disrupt activities or 

perpetrators to prevent future incidents. 

 

Victims could be offered appropriate support. 

 

Awareness of the seriousness of these incidences was raised and women were 

actively encouraged to report them. 

 

The risks facing women could be tackled and better support could be offered. 

A strong societal message was sent that misogyny is unacceptable and the safety of 

women and girls matters. 

 

This Conference notes the Prime Minister's reluctance to legislate on this issue, and 

calls on all police forces in the SE Region to implement this scheme forthwith, with the 

data gathered to be used to support changes in policing and male behaviour which 

will improve the lives of all women. 

  



Motion 8: Developing a radical labour approach to end the food insecurity crisis 

Proposed: Worthing West and East Worthing and Shoreham  

 

 

 

Nearly two million people used food banks last year and ten million in the UK are 

experiencing food poverty. Approximately 7.7 adults and children struggled to get 

enough food between September 2020 and February 2021 – 11.5% of the UK 

population. This directly affects South East England. Many don’t receive food support, 

suggesting hidden hunger constitutes a public health crisis and social and political 

emergency.  

 

Current research from the University of Brighton highlights how ‘food trauma’, 

resulting in profound anxiety and desperation, is contributing to a national mental 

health crisis.  

 

Conference believes: Food insecurity in the South East requires a national political 

response No UK citizen should live in food insecurity and Labour must take whatever 

steps necessary to end UK food insecurity in the first term of government Food which 

doesn’t harm the environment should account for the majority of calories consumed 

by the year 2030  

 

Conference resolves the Labour Party to: Declare a national food emergency and end 

food insecurity within the first term of government Enshrine a definition of food 

insecurity and the “Right to Food” into UK law Appoint a Minister for Household Food 

Security Introduce free school meals for all primary-school children Require all 

councils to have a Food Poverty Action Plan and provide wraparound holiday care for 

primary school children including meals, with ring fenced funding Provide hunger 

relief for vulnerable groups and introduce a target to eliminate food banks. Support 

existing food banks to follow the ‘Food First’ approach as used in Worthing, West 

Sussex 

 

  



Motion 9: Improve New Housing in the UK 

Proposed: Buckingham CLP  

 

 

As was noted by the Shadow Secretary of State for Housing at Conference in Brighton, 

everyone has a right to “a safe, secure, stable, warm, truly affordable home”. 

Buckingham CLP therefore calls upon the South-East Region Conference to support 

Planning reforms which drive provision of the sort of housing that meets the needs of 

local people, rather than the profit margins of developers. 

 

Rather than focus on arbitrarily set housing targets, Local Authorities should be 

required to assess and plan for the diverse housing needs of all groups within their 

community, taking into account the associated infrastructure (schools, doctors’ 

surgeries, etc) necessary to support changing demographics. Such planning approvals 

should only be permitted if they provide housing of equal quality for all, and enhance 

the environment, by increasing biodiversity and minimising carbon emissions. 

 

The Ox-Cam Arc is a prime example within our region of the current ill-considered 

approach to housing development that needs to be stopped. Such development 

diverts resources from those parts of the country most in need of investment to those 

which are already ‘over-heated’, consumes greenfield sites and much-needed 

agricultural land, and is being done without consultation with affected local 

communities about their actual housing needs. 

 

We call for an immediate halt to the Ox-Cam Arc and all similar top-down, developer-

led housing proposals, to be replaced by an approach which focuses on the actual 

housing and infrastructure needs of all local communities, so they can build the 

homes they feel safe in. 

  



Motion 10: Free, fully accessible and integrated public transport 

Proposed: Brighton Pavilion CLP  

 

 

Conference notes that: 

• "public" transport services smashed apart by Tory privatisation, were further 

dismantled by Tory austerity, with rural services especially badly hit. 

• As lockdown began in March 2020, councils across Sussex and elsewhere extended 

24-hour concessionary travel to all pass holders; however, standard restrictions were 

reinstated from March 2021. 

• Transport workers have provided essential services to our communities throughout 

the pandemic, despite facing high Covid risks. 

• The pandemic has exposed and exacerbated inequalities that require transformative 

change to the current system, leading to a widely-held desire for a new transport 

model that puts the needs of people, our communities and environment before 

corporate profits, shareholders' returns, executives' bonuses and luxury travel for the 

super-rich. 

• There is popular support for extending democratic public ownership of transport, 

Timid tweaks to make things 'just a little bit better' are insufficient. 

 

Conference believes that: 

• the pandemic has shown transport services urgently need radical change to become 

universal, free, fully accessible, ultra-low emission, integrated, and publicly owned, 

Only Labour administrations can deliver this. 

• By restoring high quality, accessible, integrated public transport, free at the point of 

use, funded through general taxation, and operated with democratic participation 

from workers, unions and local communities, our Party will progress Labour's historic 

mission to transform our society in favour of the many not the few, 

 

Conference affirms policy to provide free, accessible, ultra-low emission, integrated, 

public transport 

services and recognises free bus services as a priority for Labour-run authorities, 

necessitating powers and 

funding for local government transport provision. 

 

  



Motion 11: Levelling Up  

Proposed: Chatham and Aylesford 

 

 

 

 

 

Conference seeks to “Level up” all segments of society regardless of where they live, 

including deprived areas in the South East of England. 

 

While the Conservative Government has repeatedly promised to level up the country 

in ways they have never clearly defined, implying that they intend to spend more 

taxpayers money in the North than the South of England, this ignores areas of severe 

deprivation in otherwise prosperous areas in the South. 

 

In Kent, according to the Government’s Index of Multiple Deprivation, Sheerness East, 

Swale comes 48 th in the country, followed by Margate Central, Thanet, 67 th , 

Cliftonville West, Thanet, 117 th and River, Medway, 144 th , out of a total of 32,844 

neighbourhoods. 

Conference notes that the SouthEast region has some of the highest levels of 

deprivation in some communities, often near areas of wealth.  

 

Conference calls on any attempt of “levelling up” to truly ensure that the right level of 

resources is available to all communities across the South East and the rest of the 

country and furthermore rejects any concept of playing one region off against another 

when it comes to adequate levels of public investment. 

  



Motion 12: Sick Pay for Self-Employed Workers 

Proposed: Community Union 

 

 

 Conference notes that the South East is home to over half a million self-employed 

workers and is the region with the second highest number of self-employed workers 

in the UK.  

 

Conference also notes that these hundreds of thousands of self-employed workers 

are unable to access sick pay when they are ill. In case of sickness these workers are 

only able to claim Employment Support Allowance (ESA) or rely on Universal Credit.  

 

Conference recognises that other countries, such as Denmark, have systems in place 

to provide sick pay to those in non-traditional styles of employment like the self-

employed based on previous income.  

 

Conference believes that the Covid pandemic demonstrated the importance of 

supporting those who are ill with fair sick pay. For the benefit of the individual 

affected as well as for the protection of the health of others.  

 

Conference also believes that self-employed workers should not be constantly living 

one illness away from financial destitution.  

 

Conference resolves that the South East Labour Party should: 

• call and campaign for sick pay to be increased and extended to all workers, 

including the self-employed  

• Lobby local councils to uphold health and safety standards for self-employed 

workers and offer health support schemes to self-employed workers, where 

they are also offered to employees 

  



Motion 13: Housing and Homelessness 

Proposed: New Forest East 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Conference notes that: 

 

Homelessness, poor quality housing and overcrowding, disproportionately 

experienced by   BAME communities, have assisted the spread of Covid-19 and 

resulted in excess serious illness and deaths. 

 

Increased evictions in 2021 place pressure on social housing stocks and homelessness 

services. 

 

The current council housing waiting list in England is in excess of 1 million 

households. 

 

Many people experiencing homelessness are unsupported due to ‘priority need’ and 

‘No Recourse to Public Funds’ rules. 

 

Housing costs in rural and coastal areas are inflated by sales of property as second or 

holiday homes, resulting in homelessness. 

 

Conference calls on Labour Party to: 

 

Restate its 2019 manifesto pledge to build 150,000 social rent homes each year, 

including 100,000 council homes and end ‘right to buy’. 

 

Empower local authorities to requisition 250,000 long-term empty properties for use 

as council housing with minimal compensation. 

 

  



Motion 14: Local Authorities should adopt compassionate debt collection 

processes 

Proposed: Reading East  

 

 

 

This conference understands: 

1. Compassionate debt collection protects vulnerable residents, reduces anxiety 

and poor mental health 

2. By 2019 sixty four Local Authorities had signed up to the Citizens Advice/Local 

Government Association Council Tax Protocol – with a further 23 are reportedly 

considering doing this 

3. Between 2017-19, 51% of councils reduced their use of bailiffs for collection of 

debts owed to the Local Authority. 

4. These changes are building on the data and campaigning of both the Stop the 

Knock campaign and a broad coalition of Debt Advice charities 

5. the example of the London Borough of Hammersmith and Fulham shows bailiff 

free collection produces a high level of revenue collection 

 

 This conference will work toward all Labour controlled Local Authorities becoming 

bailiff free as part of their compassionate debt collection practises, thereby reducing 

the stress and anxiety caused to some of their most vulnerable residents and at the 

same time increasing the amount of revenue collected to provide services to all 

residents. 

  



Motion 15:  

Provide Adult Social Care to help the most vulnerable 

Proposed: Reading West 

 

 

 

 

 

This Conference believes that: 

 

1. Provision of Adult Social Care in England is failing to help those who are most at 

need and it is not fit for purpose. 

2. The current funding model is placing enormous pressure on local government 

and increased costs are being passed onto service users. 

3. The level of care received varies significantly, based largely on how much an 

individual can afford to pay. 

a. Councils are obliged to use the cheapest care agencies who often have the 

worst Care Quality Commission ratings. 

b. Clients with the least money and those in most need often receive the worst 

care. 

c. The cost of adult social care to those without significant financial resources is 

prohibitive and many are forced to sell their home to fund care. 

4. The Labour Party has a duty and to formulate a comprehensive and coherent 

policy to address the current Adult Social Care crisis. 

5. The Dilnot Report, published in 2011 is a starting point from which the reform 

of Adult Care can begin. 

This Conference resolves to: 

 

1. Push the Adult Social Care agenda forwards at every opportunity. 

2. Highlight the failings of the current government . 

3. Ensure Labour begins to discuss the Adult Social Care agenda at a national level 

to raise awareness and engage in serious and meaningful debate. 

4. To work for a coherent policy to help the vulnerable and in need. 

 

 


